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eThe Optimas Vacu-Mobil E is equipped

with a very quiet electric motor. It is in
high demand on building sites where
noise emissions must be minimized.
This makes the Optimas Vacu-Mobil E
an ideal machine for laying heavy slabs
in, for example, pedestrian areas or re-
sidential zones. Concrete and natural
stone elements up to a weight of 100
kg can be moved and accurately laid
as if they were weightless. Additional
well thought out details built into the
machine have been enthusiastically re-
ceived by our customers the first time
they used the machine in practice
tests. For example, the Vacu-Mobil E's
pallet fork tines pick-up pockets provi-
des for fast relocation on a building site.

Advantages of the Optimas line of vacuum lifters:

Simple and sooo quiet...

Vacu-Mobil E    Original Optimas Quality!

* Specifications subject to change

Optimas Vacu-Mobil E:
• Crane arm: Load capacity 100 kg

Length 3.0 m
360° swing range

• Hydraulic pump: 3 phases 400 V,
0.37 KW, 210 bar max.

• Vacuum pump unit: 3 phases 400 V,
2.2 KW, 0.65 bar vacuum max.

• Transport measurements:
L= 2260 mm, W= 1000 mm, H= 2100 mm

• Weight: 500 kg

� Weightless, accurate, economic
laying of kerbs, concrete slabs,
natural stone slabs, washed con
crete plates, large cobbles, petrol
station paving, gutter slabs, 
retaining wall stones etc.

� The foldable crane arm allows 
smooth laying of slabs etc. at 
space-critical building sites, for
example along house walls or 
tree rows.

� The mast can be simply folded
by one person in a few minutes.
Almost no set-up time, a very 
compact machine for easy trans
portation and daily storage on 
job-sites.

� The vacuum pads are easy to 
replace using a simple quick-
change system.

� Very quiet electric motor.

� Pallet fork tines pick-up pockets
for fast relocation on a building
site or for small projects in open
terrain.

� The 4 hydraulically controlled 
supporting legs allow the machi-
ne to be balanced easily and 
provide a secure positioning.

+++ Advantages of the Optimas Vacu-Mobil E:

Compelling arguments:• Flexible usable• Simple operation• Fast amortization• Healthy working conditions• Motivated employee

Contact us!

Paving Specialist


